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SOME REMARKS ON THE AUTOMORPHISM 
GROUPS OF COMPLEX SPACES 
by Wilhelm Kaup 
In these notes we want to generalize some known results in connection 
with the following problem : 
(L). Let X be a conzplex space' andAut(X) the group of a21 conzplex- 
analyt ic  autor?aorphislns of X endowed with the compact-opei7 topology. 
Under what conditions on X is Aut(X) a Lie group? 
1. It  has been known for a long time that Aut(R) is a Lie group of di- 
mension 5 6 for every connected Riemann surface R .  Namely, if R" is the 
universal covering space of R ,  r the corresponding group of deck-trans- 
formations and N(F) = {y ~ ~ u t ( l i " ) :  yT = Ty) the normalizer of T ,  then 
~ u t ( R )  is a Lie group of dimension 6, 4, or 3 (according to whether R" is 
equivalent to the sphere, the complex line C, or the unit disc) and Aut(R) 
is topologically isomorphic to the Lie group N ( r ) / r .  Since for every complex 
space X the group Aut(X) is in a natural way isomorphic to a closed sub- 
group of ~ u t ( 2 )  (2: = normalization of X) we have: Aut(X) is a Lie 
group for every irreducible conzplex space X of dimension one. 
In higher dimensions this is no longer true. Consider for instance the 
group ~ u t ( C ~ )  which contains all transformations of the form 
where f is an arbitrary holomorphic function on C .  But it is known by a 
theorem of Arens [ I ]  that Aut(X) is a topological group for every complex 
space X . 
A first general result was obtained in 1935 by H. Cartan [4]. He proved 
by applying Montel's theorem : 
(C). Aut(D) is a Lie group of dimension 5 n(n  + 2) for every bounded 
domain D c Cn.  
This result has been generalized by the author [ l o ]  to the case that D 
is an irreducible BK-complete2~complex space of dimension n. A further 
generalization is the following: 
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Theorem 1. Let X be an irreducible complex space, K c X a compact 
subset, and Y a covering space3 of X - K.  Then,  if Y is BK-complete, 
Aut(X) is a Lie group. 
Theorem 1 for the special case Y = X - K had been obtained already 
by Fujimoto [5]. Here we want to give a simple proof of Theorem 1 only 
by using methods from [ lo]  and [ I l l .  
Note that for every Riemann surface R there exists a compact subset 
K c R and a BK-complete covering space of R - K .  The same is true 
for every compact complex space R .  In the compact case however there 
is known a little bit more: Let X be a complex space and G cAut(X) a 
subgroup with the induced topology from Aut(X) . We say, "G is a complex 
Lie group in a natural way" if there exists a complex Lie group structure 
on G (compatible with the topology on G) such that the mapping 
4:G x X + X defined by c$(g,x) = g(x )  is holomorphic. Using holo- 
morphic vector fields it can be seen easily [9] that-if G cAut(X) is a 
complex Lie group in a natural way-the corresponding Lie group struc- 
ture is uniquely determined. More generally, it satisfies the following uni- 
versal property: For every complex Lie group H and every homomorphism 
a: H -t G the following conditions are equivalent: (i) a is holomorphic, 
(ii) the mapping H x X -, X defined by ( h , x )  -, a(h)x is holomorphic. 
The following result is due to Bochner and Montgomery [ Z ] :  
(BM).  For every compact complex nzanifold M the group Aut(M) is 
a complex Lie group in a natural way. 
Kerner [I21 as well as Gunning [7] generalized this theorem to compact 
complex spaces and in [Ill a further generalization was given: Let X be 
a complex space, K c X a conzpact subset and G cAut(X) a subgroup 
with G(K) = X .  Then  the centralizer- Z = { h  eAut(X): hg = gh for every 
g~ G) of G in Aut(X) is a complex Lie group in n natural way. Here we 
present the following generalization of (BM): 
Theorem 2. Let M be a compact complex manifold of pure dimension 
n and A c M an analytic subset of' dimension d 5 n /2  - 1. Then  
Aut(M - A) is a complex Lie group in a natural way and the restriction 
mapping { g  €Aut(M): g A  = A) -t Aut(M - A) is biholonzorphic. 
Finally we generalize a result of [ lo]  (saying that Aut(X) is a Lie group 
for every irreducible BK-complete X) to the following: 
Theorem 3. Let X be an irreducible complex space of dimension n 
and Y a K-complete covering space of X .  If there exist n independent4 
bounded holomorphic junctions on Y ,  then Aut(X) is a Lie group. 
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2. In this part we want to give the proofs to Theorems 1-3. Let X, Y be 
complex spaces, Y' the one point compactification of Y (as a topological 
space) and @(X, Y') the set of all continuous mappings X -t Y' endowed 
with the compact-open topology. The set Hol(X, Y) of all holomorpl~ic 
mappings X -, Y is in a natural way a subspace of V(X, Y') and we have 
as a result of [ I l l :  If Y adnzits a BK-complete covering space then 
Hol(X, Y) is relatively cornpact in V(X, Y'). We need further the following 
well-known result of Bochner and Montgomery [3]: A S S L ~ J ~ ~  X is a n  
irreducible cornplex space. Then every locally conzpact subgroup 
G cAut(X) is a Lie group. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since K c X is compact there exists a natural 
number r and for k= 1, .-. ,r  there exist open subsets U,c cV ,c  e W,C c X  
such that the following is true: (i) K c  U :  = U;=, U,, (ii) every IT', 
has a BK-complete neighborhood. Put V: = U',=, vk, L: = (g €Aut(X): 
g(K) c U and g(F',)c W,), and M :  = L n L-'. Since Aut(X) is a topolog- 
ical group we can find a symmetric neighborhood N of the identity 
1 €Aut(X) with NN c M .  Assume that (g,,) is a sequence in M .  Then 
for every k the sequence (g, ) 7,) has a convergent subsequence in Hol(V,, X) 
and therefore (g , ]  V) has a convergent subsequence in Hol(V,X). On the 
other hand, we have g,ll(lS) c U for every n (or equivalently 
g,(X - U) c X - K). Therefore the sequence (g,, I X - U) has a convergent 
subsequence in V(X - U, X') . Since %(X, X') has countable topology 
we have finally M c c %(X, X') . Let us now consider a sequence (h,,) in N. 
Then (eventually by taking a subsequence) we may assume that there exist 
elements f, g, h,f,, G %(X, X') such that h = lim(h,,), g = lim(h, I ) ,  
fm = lim,(h;;,'h,,), and f = lim(f,,). Obviously we may assume that K is 
not empty and therefore the open set Q = h-l(X) is not empty. For every 
x E Q  and m > 0 we have f,,(x) == hll(h(x)) and hence f(x) = gh(x) = x .  
Since X is irreducible it follows f = I eAut(X). Now assume that there 
exists a sequence (x,,) in Q with y = lim(x,) E X  - Q. Then h(y) 6 X and 
because of f,,,(x,) = h,'(h(x,,)) we also have f,,(y) 6 X for every m .  But 
this is a contradiction to lim f,,,(y) = y and it follows Q = X .  As a limit 
of holomorphic mappings h is holomorphic, i.e., h€Hol(X,X) and 
gh = I €Aut(X). In the same way it follows g E Hol(X, X) and hence 
h eAut(X). Therefore c Aut(X) is a compact neighborhood of 1 €Aut(X), 
i.e., Aut(X) is locally compact and hence a Lie group. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Put Y = M - A and G = {g~Aut(M):  gA = A ) .  
By (BM) G is a complex Lie group in a natural way and the restriction 
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mapping p: G 4 Aut(Y) defined by p(f) = f 1 Y is continuous and injective. 
Fix g €Aut(Y) and consider the graph Q = ((x, y) E Y x Y: y = gx) which 
is analytic in Y x Y. Since g: Y + Y is proper, Q is also an analytic subset 
of X x X - A x A. Because dim(A x A) <= n - 2 < dim(Q) we can apply 
the continuation theorem for analytic sets [13] :  S = Q is an analytic subset 
of X x X . Let n :  S + X be defined by n(x, y) = x. Then (S, n-'(A), n, X, A) 
is a proper modification map in the sense of [6] and we have 
dim(n-'(A)) S n -2, by [6] (Satz 4, p. 285); it follows that n is biholo- 
morphic, i.e., S is the graph of an automorphism g gAut(M). Therefore 
p is also surjective. Both G and Aut(Y) are complete topological groups 
(see [ I ]  or [5]) with countable topology. By the open mapping theorem 
(see, e.g., [8])  p is an isomorphism of topological groups. Now take the 
complex lie group structure on Aut(Y) that makes p biholomorphic. For this 
complex structure the canonical mapping +:Aut(Y) x Y +Y is holo- 
morphic. Q.E.D. 
It  should be noted that d 5 n/2 - 1 probably is not the best possible 
condition in Theorem 2. By using the same continuation argument for the 
graph as in the proof to Theorem 2 it is, for instance, easy to see: For every 
coinpact Riemartn surface R a n d  every finite siabset F c R the group 
Aut(R - F) is a col?zplex Lie gl.oup. 
Assume that X is a complex space, A c X a nowhere dense analytic 
subset and Z ( X )  = Hol(X,C), the space of holomorphic functions on X .  
Then-as is well known-the restriction mapping p:  ;/f(X) -+ ;/f(X- A) is 
a homeomorphism onto a closed subspace of Z ( X  -A). The proof can 
be given along the following lines: Let us first assume that X is a domain 
in C". Denote by S the set of singular points of A and consider the restric- 
tion mappings Z ( X )  < 2f(X - S) 5 Yf(X - A). Then-using induc- 
tion on dim(A)-it is enough to show the statement for p' (since 
dim(S) < dim(A)). Because the problem is local i n  X we may therefore 
assume that X is the unit ball in C" and that A c {(z,, ..., z,) E Cn:z, = 0). 
But then every sequence in 2 ( X )  which is bounded in X - A is also bounded 
in X .  To prove the general case we may assume that X has pure dimension 
11 and that there exist a domain D cC" and a proper discrete holomorphic 
mapping T: X D . Then B = z(A) is analytic in D and for every f,, E Z ( X )  
there exists a polynomial P,, 6 2 ( D )  [61 with leading coefficient 1 and of 
minimal degree such that Pm( f,,) = 0 E 2f(X). Furthermore if ( fm ( X - A) 
is a convergent sequence in 2 ( X  - A) then (P,,J D - B) is convergent in 
2 (D-B)  [GI and hence (P,n) is a convergent sequence in ;/f(D)[G]. But 
then also (f,) is a convergent sequence in ;/f(X). 
Here we need the following generalization of the above statement: 
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Lemma, Let X, Y be coinplex spaces and A c X  a nowhere dense 
analytic subset. Asstline that Y has n K-complete couering space. Then the 
restriction inapping p: Hol(X, Y) -+ Hol(X - A, Y) is a homeomorphism 
onto a (i.e., not closed) subspace of Hol(X - A, Y). 
Proof. We may assume that X has countable topology and that Y is 
K-complete. Then consider a sequence (f,,) in Hol(X, Y) with lim(f, I X- A) 
= f I X - A for some f E Hol(X, Y )  . For every a E A there exist a BK-com- 
plete open neighborhood U of f (a) E Y, a holomorphic mapping 4 : Y-+ Cq 
for some q , and a neighborhood Wof 4 f (a) E C"siic1~ that 0 n 4 - ' ( W )  c U. 
But lim(4 f,) = 4 f ,  i.e., for some connected neighborhood V of a and 
n 2 no it follows $J,,(V) c W and f,,(V) n U # @, i.e., J;,(V) c U.  But 
then we have f = Iim(f,,). 
Note that this lemma is not true for arbitrary Y. Consider for instance 
C" in the standard way as the affine part of the projective space P,, and 
define X = C", A = the origin of C ,  Y = P,,, and f , , ~  Hol(X, Y) by 
f,,(z) = mz for every a?. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We may assume X = Y. Denote by B the set 
of all bounded holomorphic functions on X and put M = fx   EX:^ is an 
isolated point of 0, ., f -If (x)) . Then A = X - M is a nowhere dense 
allalytic subset of X and gM = M for every g €Aut(X). M is BK-complete 
and therefore Aut(M) is a Lie group. By the lemma the restriction mapping 
p:Aut(X) +Aut(M) is a holneolnorphisln onto a subgroup of Aut(M). 
But both of the groups are complete, i.e., Aut(X) is isomorphic to a closed 
subgro~~p of Aut(M) and hence is a Lie group. 
NOTES 
1. Complex spaces are in the sense of Serre (= reduced complex spaces). 
2. A complex space X is called BK-complete if there exists to every non discrete subset 
N c X a  bounded holomorphic function on X which is not constant on N. 
3. By covering space we mean an unramified unlimited covering space. 
4. Holomorphic functions f l ,  ..., f, on a col~lplex space X are called independent if at 
some point x E X the differentials dfl,..., df, are linearly independent (or equivalently, 
if for some y E X the analytic set nL=l f~ ' fk (y)  has codimension r in y). 
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